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Abstract

This paper describes an automatic building of N-gram language
models from Web texts for large vocabulary continuous speech
recognition. Although a huge amount of well-formed texts are
needed to train a model, collecting and organizing such text cor-
pus for every task by hand needs a great labor. We need the lan-
guage model to update frequently to cover the current topics.
To deal with this problem, we propose an automatic language
model creation method by collecting Web texts via keyword-
based Web search engines. We can build a task-dependent lan-
guage model by selecting suitable keywords for the task. A text
filtering algorithm based on character perplexity is developed
to extract proper Japanese texts from Web texts. A language
model for a medical consulting task created by the proposed
method shows the higher word recognition rate by 11.4% than
that of a conventional newspaper language model.

1. Introduction
Recently, the performance of a large vocabulary continuous
speech recognition has accomplished improvements in Japan.
The progress of the Japanese databases[1, 2], such as a text cor-
pus and speech data, is a big factor of it. In the present large
vocabulary continuous speech recognition, it uses two statisti-
cal models, an N-gram language model and an HMM (Hidden
Markov Model) acoustic model. A maintenance of a large-scale
Japanese database for highly precise training is indispensable
because of statistical learning for model construction.

It is desirable to make a language model suitable for every
task, since it inherits highly the properties of the training data.
However the quantity of the training data is not still enough. For
example, the system with the language model from the newspa-
per article corpus can recognize only a sentence like a newspa-
per. For spoken language recognition, a collection of spoken
language texts is needed. Offering the language model for all
tasks is not realistic because of a great labor for the maintenance
by hand.

To solve this problem, we propose an automatic creation
system for task dependent language models using Web re-
sources.

2. Automatic language model creation
using Web resources

In the proposal method, Web pages are used as texts to train lan-
guage models. We collect a huge amount of Web pages which
are suitable for user’s task via keyword based Web search ser-
vice.

The large-scale automatic collection method of Web pages
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Figure 1: Automatic collection of Web texts using keyword
search.

is illustrated in Fig. 1. A lot of Web search sites are on the In-
ternet. They have services which can provide Web pages with
high relevance to the given keyword. By using those services,
texts with high relevance to the user’s task are easily collected.
Although a maximum number of web sites for one query has its
limit, the automatic further collection of the related Web pages
can be carried out by following the link of Web pages. The
sufficient quantity of texts for training is collectable. Conse-
quently, the language model for an arbitrary task can be created
from training texts which are extracted from the collected Web
pages.

As other features of the proposed method, the model can
accept to the spoken language recognition to some extent by
using many spoken language like texts in Web pages.

A language model can be also updated by a user to cover the
current topics with the full automatic text collection and model
construction. A new word cannot be recognized since it turns
into an unknown word with an old language model. As the
user vocabulary always changes, the system should accept it. A
renewal of a language model is needed.

3. Statistical text filtering
For the highly precise training of an N-gram language model,
the quality of Japanese training texts is important. But signs,
sentences without a meaning and other language words etc. are
included in the collected Web pages. Therefore, it is required
to extract the Japanese training texts by filtering from the Web
pages.
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Figure 2: Outline of statistical text filter.

The conventional filter programs to extract the Japanese
texts were implemented by description of regular expressions
etc. Since Japanese uses various kinds of characters, such as
Kanji, Kana characters and English alphabets. it is difficult to
describe a filter rule by regular expressions.

Ruled symbols, such as headers and embedding tags, can be
processed easily with the conventional filter. To deal with well-
formed Japanese texts like newspaper articles, we can create
universal rules. However, it is very difficult to deal with the
actual Web pages containing many SPAMs etc. We develop a
new statistical filter algorithm in order to realize full automatic
processing.

The outline of a statistical filter is shown in Fig. 2. The
processing flow of the filter algorithm is as follows;

1. Divide acquired Web texts into lines.
2. Compare an inputted line with a standard language

model to calculate Japanese-likeness.
3. By comparing the likeness with its threshold, add a line

appropriate as a Japanese sentence to the training texts.

A character language model is adopted as the standard of
a Japanese sentence likeness. The character language model is
an N-gram language model created from high quality Japanese
texts such as newspaper articles. The inputted line similar to a
standard N-gram language model is treated as a Japanese text.
Then, we can use a character perplexity as the decision standard
of Japanese sentence likeness.

3.1. Character language model

In this study, we use a character 3-gram language model built
with one-year newspaper articles (95.2MB, 4890 different char-
acters). The character unit (Kanji, Kana and Alphabets) model
can prevent a word division analysis errors from morphological
analysis. It can also reduce the restrictions peculiar to a news-
paper article.

3.2. Character perplexity

A character perplexity is adopted as the decision standard of
Japanese sentence likeness. As we often use a word perplexity
to evaluate language models, the character perplexity is used
for the evaluation on an inputted text in this study. Lines with a
small value of the perplexity are regarded as a Japanese text.

With a character 3-gram language model, we can calculate
the entropy per character by the following formula;

H(L) = �
1

n

nX

i=1

p(cijci�1ci�2) log p(cijci�1ci�2); (1)

where ci means the i-th character of the n-character-length text.
The character perplexity is obtained by the following formula;

P = 2H(L)
: (2)

4. Experiments
4.1. Collection of training texts

Web pages on the Internet are collected by the proposed method
to train a language model for the medical consultant task.

One of the purposes of this experiment is collection of texts
to train a language model for the medical consultant task. As
the keyword, Japanese Kanji word “IRYOU”1 is provided to a
Web search site2. Results of the query and linked pages up to
2 layers are collected. The conventional filter removes HTML
(Hyper Text Markup Language) tags from collected texts, and
then invalid characters and signs etc. are deleted by the statisti-
cal filter. The character perplexity threshold (P) of the statistical
filter is set to 50, 100, 200, 400 and 600. The training text with-
out filtering is also created (P=1).

To compare the performance, we also collect texts from
Web based bulletin board manually. Web based bulletin boards
contain many writing logs from users based on the specific
topic. A training text can be created efficiently by collecting
the logs of the subject relevant to the user’s task. However, it
is necessary to look for a suitable bulletin board by hand. This
procedure is not fit to automatic processing. A great labor is
also required for collecting the sufficient quantity training texts,
which are small quantity compared with the whole Web pages.
We have to collect saved logs from bulletin board in Japanese
commercial sites by hand, and do the edit work on the collected
texts by the conventional filter.

The results of the automatic collection (proposed method)
are shown in Table 1. The results of manual collection are also
shown in Table 2, and the text quantity of one-year newspaper
articles are shown in Table 3 as a reference.

In the automatic collection, the collected texts are equiv-
alent to two years of newspaper articles. As the Japanese-
likeness threshold (P) of the statistical filter gets small, a quan-
tity of the acquisition training texts becomes small. In P=200,
the training texts contain about 90% of all collected Web page’s
vocabulary.

The texts acquired by manual collection are about 1/10 for
one-year newspaper articles. Even at this quantity, we experi-

1“medical care” in Japanese
2http://www.google.com/
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Table 1: Results of automatic text collection.
threshold (P) 50 100 200 400 600 1

volume of text (MB) 97.6 148.0 179.6 195.6 200.9 212.0
difference words 138287 209623 254077 277200 283986 272005

sentences 2093310 3402167 4161743 4681117 4874011 4473410

Table 2: Results of manual text collection.
volume of text 11.5 MB

difference words 41973
sentences 319498

Table 3: Reference value of newspaper.
volume of text 92.0 MB

difference words 142202
sentences 906106

enced the difficulty to make the large enough training texts by
hand.

4.2. Creation of language models

The language models are created from the collected texts by
using CMU-Cam. SLM Toolkit[3]. We also use the ChaSen
(a Japanese morphological analyzer)[4] and other IPA Japanese
free dictation program project’s tools[5]. The models are a 2-
gram and a reverse 3-gram model. Its vocabulary size is set to
20,000 words which appear high frequently in the training texts.

4.3. Evaluation of language models

We use evaluation texts about the medical consultation (total:
1189 words, 150 sentences). They are polite spoken language
texts which referred to the actual dialog speech. In order to in-
vestigate the tendency in the outside task, evaluation texts about
cooking and gourmet (total: 2046 words, 200 sentences) are
also prepared.

The 3-gram word perplexities of the proposed automatic
creation model and the manual creation model are shown in Fig.
3. In addition, a newspaper model is built from one-year news-
paper articles as a reference.

An automatic creation model shows much lower word per-
plexity than the newspaper model, and shows slightly smaller
perplexity than the manual model. In the outside (cooking and
gourmet) task, the perplexity is large. That is, the task depen-
dency of the models is seen. The automatic creation model
is suitable for the spoken language recognition because of the
smaller perplexity than the newspaper model.

Out-Of-Vocabulary (OOV) rates to the evaluation texts are
shown in Fig. 4. The automatic creation models show the low
OOV rate rather than the newspaper model. However, about
0.6% increase is observed compared with the manual creation
model. It is caused that the training texts contain a lot of low
relevant texts to the task.

In the automatic creation models which are filtered by the
statistical filter, the OOV rates show a little smaller than that
without filtering (P=1), which means unnecessary words to
speech recognition are deleted and model training is correctly
completed with the filter. Improvement of the filtering algo-
rithm is further needed.
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Figure 3: Evaluation result (3-gram word perplexity).
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Figure 4: Evaluation result (out of vocabulary rate).

4.4. Recognition results

The models are evaluated on the large vocabulary continuous
speech recognition. We use the recognition engine Julius[6].
As an acoustic model, PTM (Phonetic Tied Mixture)[7] HMM
models for gender independent elderly people[8] are adopted.
The parameter of the statistical filter is P=200 which shows the
best performance in the model evaluation experiments.

Test speakers are 50 women and 51 men from 60 to 90 years
old. Each speaker has uttered 30 sentences of evaluation texts
inside the task, and 40 sentences outside the task.

The word correct rates and word accuracy rates are shown
in Table 4 and Fig. 5.

In the inside task evaluation, the word correct rate of the
automatic creation model shows 87.5% (Kanji), 89.3% (Kana).
They are 11.4% (Kanji) and 8.6% (Kana) of improvement com-
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Table 4: Results of speech recognition.

Word Corr. (%) Word Acc. (%)
kanji kana kanji kana

Inside Task
automatic 87.47 89.30 85.58 88.12
manual 89.89 92.04 87.98 90.40

newspaper 76.11 80.73 68.45 74.07
Outside Task

automatic 84.98 87.88 81.64 85.08
manual 74.11 77.99 65.51 70.70

newspaper 80.00 84.88 72.15 77.61
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Figure 5: Results of Word Accuracy.

pared with those of the newspaper model. In the comparison
with a manual creation model, the word correct rate degrada-
tion are 2.4% (Kanji) and 2.7% (Kana). The word accuracy
rates show almost the same tendency as the word correct.

The results show that an automatic creation model can ob-
tain a higher performance than a newspaper model. There is
small performance degradation in the comparison with a man-
ual creation model.

The task dependency is observed because of a degradation
of the recognition rates in the outside task evaluation. In the
manual creation model, the difference between inside and out-
side the task is larger than the automatic creation model.

5. Conclusions
An automatic creation method of an N-gram language model
using the keyword based Web search site has been proposed and
evaluated. The language model according to the user’s task can
be created by the proposed method. Moreover, it can accept the
spoken language recognition to some extent, because of a col-
loquial style of Web pages. A new statistical filter based on the
character perplexity is also developed to realize full automatic
processing.

In the experiments on the medical consultant task, it turns
out that the model created by the proposed method shows a
higher performance than a conventional newspaper model. Al-
though there is small performance degradation compared with
a manual creation model, the language model creation by the
proposed method is fully automatic, and adaptable to any task

by specifying a keyword.
As future subjects, there needs an experiment on another

tasks. The further development of the collecting Web pages
method is needed, which has no guarantee that collected Web
pages actually have relation to the user’s task. The statistical
filter algorithm also need to be improved. The further develop-
ment of the automatic language building free software by the
proposed method is scheduled.
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